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About This Game

It is March 15, 1920 and the town of Nikolayevsk-on-Amur has been overrun by mad men killing and burning everything in
sight. You are the last survivor of the Japanese expeditionary force in Siberia. You must fight to survive and in the end find a

way to save Harmony. Fight off soldiers driven mad by over consumption of varnish in the aftermath of the Nikolayevsk
incident (尼港事件). Search the area for radio parts to build a radio to call for help.

Try not die of exposure in the frozen Siberian countryside. Cut down trees and start fires to stay warm. Hunt deer and other
game and cook the meat to regain health. Explore the endless Siberian forest during the day and night. Use lights to illuminate

the way in the dark. Avoid dangerous meteorite fallout spread throughout the area or cover them with snow using a shovel.

· Loosely based on true events surrounding the 1920's Nikolayevsk incident

· Period weapons including Mosin rifle, Type 38 rifle, Nambu pistol, and Red 9 pistol

· Physics based inventory system

· Speed and warmth upgrades

· Trade with strange forest creatures

· Unique perma-death system
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· Day and night cycles based on your clock

· Infinite procedurally generated environments
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Title: Saving Harmony
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Daniel Mercier
Publisher:
Mercier Games
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows XP or higher

Memory: 500 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Japanese
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saving harmony. saving you saving me harmony raines

I have played every half life released and i have to say this one is proburbly my favorite But dont play this game before you play
half life one or it wont make much sense.
You play as a military specialist sent to black mesa research facility to kill Dr gordon freeman after the "incident" and i got to
say it tells the story really well.
without a doubt worth the 3.99 they are charging.
Keep in mind though the whole game should take about 6 hours to complete and there isnt anything else to do but repeat the
game i recommend doing what i did and playing on the hardest difficulty to get a few more hours out of it but its up to you.
i hope someone gives this the Blackmesa treatment as the graphics are a bit dated but they are still more than just playable.
I will write a review for blue shift soon if you are also interested in that.

. Trying it,, so far so good. LOVE this game. The story is fantastic, the H-scenes are really good
Would play agin 12/10. The first one was better but this one is really good too.. A young woman suffers a trauma in the death of
her father, she then battles her inner doubts and fears (spawning as enemies) using psychological tools and triggers as weapons
(those are the skills you choose as you level up). Kind of innovative and poetic and I wish I could recommend it, but it is hard to
do so because of all the bugs and crashes. Try the demo first and only get this on a sale and if you are very patient.. This is an
old 3D space RTS similar to Homeworld. You control a small fleet of ships and you fight off your enemies and progress through
the game storyline.

This is a game I regret playing when it was first released. The game has aged badly and the developers have done nothing to fix
the problems. No widescreen support, audio bugs and stability issues under modern Windows versions render the game just too
much hassle to play.

This should be removed from Steam until the problems are fixed.. I must confess, i bought it only for the F2004, totally worth it
!. Game Information

Alicia Quatermain: Secrets of the Lost Treasures Collector's Edition is a Strategy game that was developed by JetDogs Studios &
Whalebox and published by JetDogs Studios.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

This is a strategy game, where careful planning is require, due to limited amount of resources that are available.

There are three different game difficulty modes to choose from: Easy; Normal and Champion.

There are five different landmasses with the total of fifty-five level. It includes the bonus levels. Each of these levels has a set of
objectives that needs to be completed.

The level objective tasks can be chained together. As long there is nothing blocking the path and\/or enough resources in the storage
bins.

All levels has the total of three stars. These stars are earned from playing the game. The stars represents on how fast the level has
been completed. There is an opportunity to replay the levels for better star and score rating.

There are special bonus power ups to help complete the levels more quickly. These special bonus power ups does come with a time
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limit. But they can be used again after the bar refilled itself overtime.

There collectible puzzle pieces to find in the game. They are used to access the bonus levels.

There are twenty different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with
some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

There is a extra feature in the game: Wallpapers. They can be accessed on the game's main menu screen.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. A very nice (mostly) commuter route addition for TS. The scenery is quite impressive
but throughout the route, low frame rates are a problem. For me it was worth the sacrifice however. The locomotives that come
with the route seem well done although I'm not from the UK and have never seen one IRL. The scenarios all work properly and are
interesting to varying degrees. I was impressed with the amount of traffic in some. Seemed unusual for standard release scenarios.
Overall quite pleased. I enjoyed the line enough that I've picked up most of the DLC that work on it.

The route is not flat - there are hills of a sort, but they're long with very low grades. Quite easy to drive. For those unfamiliar with
the country, the route passes from the city out into the country and is quite scenic. Plenty of notable landmarks make it even better!

+ Scenery and location is fantastic.
+ All scenarios work properly
+ Locomotives are interesting and drive easily with no major issues
+ All achievements trigger properly
+ Impressive landmarks. (Made me use Googlemaps!)

- Extremely poor performance in some areas due to the antiquated game engine
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really ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game :(. MOAR. SLOTS.. I wish they would list it more as a demo and not a free to play game, but the first
chapter was ok. I didn't feel overly compelled to buy it, even on a sale price. If there was more story introduced then this would
have changed my mind. But if all I'm buying is hiddenfind/puzzles then there's other games with story that are better.. As far as
near mindless yet satisfying mouse-clicking goes - this game has it on point. A great break from the mind-numbing nature of
editing my paper or having a conversation with my wife. Highly recco dis goon'nes. Lastly, a shout-out to any reviewers who
have more time logged into this game than me. You all the real MVPs.. Pros:
* The graphics are nice and smooth
* Interesting story

Cons:
* Not many puzzles, and these few are really quite simple. Nothing there takes more than 2 minutes to an experienced adventure-
game player. Even to the inexperienced player it would be enough, since there aren't really that many options for what to do
* Mini-games: the real adventure-game styled puzzles were replaced by child-level mini-games
* Short
* Music is very repetative, to the point that several times (usually while engaged in one of the mini-games) I turned off the
volume completely

I wouldn't give it more than "meh", and definately don't buy this unless on sale ( << $10). First let me get this out of the way:
I've played this for probably an hour, despite what steam's weird gametime tracking thing says. I've played it on a few different
computers which is probably why it says I've played it for such a short time.

Secondly: This is probably the second worst game I've gotten on Steam, the worst obviously being Air Control.

In Desert Gunner, you're a guy manning a turret. In the desert. That's literally it. The "multifacited levels" the game description
promises is really just one level where your convoy drives slowly in a straight line and you shoot at things.

Unlike some of the great turret shooters out there (Beachhead 2002, lookin' at you buddy), in this one you'll have NO clue
weather or not you're actually hitting anything. You fire and fire and fire and no visible damage or anything happens. Then
your'e dead. Start the level over again. But when you start the level over again you won't be able to tell because the whole level is
a straight line.

You can switch between guns with the WASD keys, not that the game tells you that. Also, when you start the game up, the three
green dots that are offscreen on the main menu are actually "options", "credits", and "exit" respectively. You simply won't be
able to read them because the game, on all three computers I've tested it on, the game insists on running on a non-native, non
supported resolution.

I've tried it on a 4:3 monitor where it started in 16:9, and a 16:9 where it started in 4:3. No idea why that is, but worth noting:
You won't be able to read half the main menu items.

If you're a gun-nut such as myself, you might be interested in reading the technical specs the game has on all the weaponry you'll
be using. You'll be significantly less interested when you find out that most of them are downright incorrect, and all of them are
wirtten in text with font so small that you can't read them.

All in all, don't waste your dollar. It's not even fun to laugh at like Air Control, it's just a mess. The developer put three seconds
of effort into this, so you should treat them similarly.. I played just after eating a big plate of take out Chinese food. No motion
sickness at all. Some vertigo, yes, but in a good way.

The martian level had all kinds of possibilities for a multiplayer shooter.

The track levels were extremely challenging, and I enjoyed trying (and failing to make it through.

The tube level seemed pretty simplistic, but did convey the feeling of velocity.

Thanks Developer for the free game!. Where to start.... Anno 2205, the base game, is about as shallow as an above ground
swimming pool. This DLC could have sought to change that. It didn't. The Map is beautiful and the sector project is well
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rounded. However, and it is a BIG however, there are only 5 new\/original production buildings. Almost ALL of the of tundra
production buildings are carbon copies of ones from other sectors. Sure for 6 buildings, they did change the colour from blue to
green and rename them, but this is pathetic.

 Example: For the Boreal Tailor(Winter Coats), they reused the Neutronium Lab(Basically Computers). They changed its colour
from blue to green but didn't bother to, you know, change the name of the top from "Electronic Facility" to, oh I don't know,
Textile Facility!

 There are no new production chains for other sectors, only a new module type(+2X Production and -2X Maintenance). This is
very disappointing. I have very little to no hope for the next piece of DLC.
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